The Carving

Like most psychotherapists, I work in a room intentionally neutral
in its décor and furnishings to allow my clients and their therapeutic
relationship with me to be as unencumbered by extraneous intrusion
or distraction as is possible. Family photographs and personal
memorabilia have no place here, but to distinguish the room from a
prison cell or a medical clinic, it does have bookshelves (admittedly
housing only psychotherapy books), comfortable sofas, low tables,
even a bowl of dried gourds – all of which must give away something
of my stylistic tastes and preferences and say something about me,
though limited to the confines of the consulting room. Equally, my
choice of clothes, shoes, even the boxes of tissues I provide or my
appointments diary must evoke some associations for my clients
that might usefully be explored at some point in our work. Unlike
more classical, psychoanalytic therapists, I’m not attempting to be
a ‘blank screen’ or a ‘non person’ but to provide a fairly neutral
and mutual exploratory space, the room as background to our
relationship and our work together.
Recently, however, a wood-carver friend of mine gave me one of
his carvings that I had coveted for some time but couldn’t afford to
buy. He entitled this generous gift, ‘Tree in Wood from Tree’. It’s an
old, elm chair-seat through which have been carved three circles,
two side by side above a larger one. Inside of these, the trunk and
branches of a miniature tree have been ‘exposed’. I use this word
purposely as the carver’s skill and artistry lies in the fact that the
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wood is all of a piece and the delicate, intricate branches within
the holes have all been painstakingly created solely by carving from
the chair seat – no insertions, no glue, just the removal of wood.
I fell in love with it on first viewing and immediately made an
association to the process of therapy – the painstaking uncovering,
the exploration, the clearing away – to rediscover the unadulterated
self hidden in the life-adapted person we all become. The young
tree exposed in the old wood symbolized, for me, the potential
of that original, unspoilt self still to be found (and reclaimed) within
the ageing, and also to be treasured, adult through the process of
psychotherapy. Its place in my therapy room was inevitable. There
was even a wall, shared by the ends of the adjacent sofas but
peripheral to my and my clients’ view, that had a space just waiting
to be filled.
For several weeks after hanging, the wooden carving appeared
to have only singular influence. As clients arrived for their sessions,
I was acutely aware of the brown square on the wall, like a vague
shadow on the periphery of my vision, but none of my clients
seemed to notice it, let alone remark on it as I had assumed they
might. Quite rightly, of course, they were involved with themselves,
with their own issues. They were drawn into their inner life, their
past and present and projected worlds. A piece of wood on a wall
was not their focus. I tried not to make it mine but I must admit
it took some weeks before I got accustomed to its presence and
could lessen its visual distraction.
Olive was the first to be affected by it – but only indirectly. She
didn’t seem to notice the carving at all. Instead, as she came into
the room, she looked at the bookshelves and remarked,‘Oh, you’ve
brought your books in here. It feels much more like a study now.’
(This from someone who had sat in this room on a weekly basis
for three years and had often stared at the bookshelves for long
periods of time.) I can only surmise that the carving had made a
visual, if indistinct, impression on her and that this had registered
in her mind as ‘there’s something different in this room’. Quite
why she thought it was the books was not immediately clear to
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me but she sat down still looking at them in a rather perplexed
and anxious way.
‘Does the room being more like a study have a particular
meaning for you?’ I asked, remembering that her father had been
a vicar and that she had spent her early childhood living in a large
manse. She had not talked much about him in all the time we
had worked together, despite my prompting. Her depressed and
narcissistic mother had monopolized Olive’s focus in therapy as
much as in life.
‘It reminds me …,’ she began, but halted with trembling lips.
Breathing deeply, she looked away from the books and into my
eyes. ‘It reminds me of things … things to do with my father. I feel
your books have given me permission to talk about him now. He
was a dear man but … ’
And so a new and important phase of our work began.
Jack, in his mid-seventies, my oldest client at that time, was
the first to notice and remark upon the carving directly but his
association was very unexpected.
‘We had those when I was a child,’ he remarked as he leant a little
in the direction of the carving, squeezing his eyes to narrow slits
the better to see.
‘Did you Jack?’ I asked, assuming he meant that the wooden seat
was familiar to him from his childhood home. ‘Where was that?’
‘Oh, that would be in Leicester,’ he replied after a moment’s
reflection. ‘We kept them under the stairs.’
‘Last week you referred to your mother’s proclivity for “keeping
things for best”’ I said. ‘Was that why the chairs were under the
stairs?’
Jack looked puzzled. ‘I don’t understand.’
‘The wooden chairs, like the seat on the wall?’
‘Seat on the ….’ He petered out, a look of bewilderment on
his face.
‘I’m sorry,’ I said. ‘I wonder if we’re talking at cross-purposes.
I was assuming the wooden seat reminded you of chairs in your
childhood home.’
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‘Chairs?’ queried Jack. ‘Who said anything about chairs? I’m
talking about gas masks, you know, during the war?’
‘I see,’ I dissembled, not seeing at all. I glanced to the side to see
what I was missing but saw only the carving, the tree within the
wooden seat. ‘Is that what the carving reminds you of?’
‘Isn’t that what it’s meant to be?’ he asked somewhat incredulously,
an incredulity that was mutual in that moment (after all, why would
I have a gas mask on the wall?). There was only one way to solve
this puzzle.
‘Can I come and sit next to you?’ I asked on impulse, wanting
to see what he was seeing. He readily agreed and I moved to sit at
his side and looked directly at the carving. The winter sun was at
such an angle that from Jack’s position the intricacies of the tree, its
trunk and branches, were in shadow and unclear. The three holes
gaped dark and starkly within the seat. I could see clearly the
two round eyes of the goggles above the larger mouthpiece where
the canister of charcoal would have been. Though obvious now, it
would never have occurred to me to see a gas mask unprompted. It
was now hard not to see it.
Jack gently reached across and patted my hand, ‘Before your
time, young man,’ he chuckled.
‘Only just,’ I protested. ‘But it’s a very big “just” isn’t it? Your
wartime childhood must have been very different from mine.’
‘I’ll tell you about it.You probably need to know,’ said Jack.
I couldn’t tell if he meant for my own benefit as a comparatively
lucky post-war baby or for my professional knowledge in order to
help him. Either way, I looked forward to hearing of his experiences,
including what it must have been like in those threatening times to
have gas masks hanging ready under the stairs. However, I realize
now, I never did discover why he thought I might decorate my wall
with a gas mask, carving or not.
As it happened, the mask theme continued when I was working
with Deborah, a young and successful actor now training as a
psychotherapist who came to therapy as part of her training. She
was not, like some students I’ve worked with, simply clocking up
the required hours. She was a dedicated client, keen to explore
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and examine her life, eager to bring into practice the theoretical
concepts she was learning about and apply them to herself. In
the session just after Jack’s, it was she who introduced Winnicott’s
idea of the ‘True’ and ‘False’ self as it made a lot of sense to her
in relation to her acting career. She felt her success on the stage
was due to her effortless ability to present a false persona so
convincingly. When acting a part, she was that person. She ‘lost’
herself in the character of another. It was a very creative way to
employ a false self.
I appreciated her application of the theory and I admired her
willingness to analyse herself in this way but I felt she was missing
something by applying the concept solely to her career. I suggested
this was perhaps not a phenomenon restricted to the stage. More
challengingly, I told her that I sometimes felt she was not there, that
the persona I saw – albeit a delightful, laughing and bubbly young
woman – was hiding her real self away, protecting her, keeping her
safe. I clearly touched upon something true for her as her eyes filled
and tears rolled down her cheeks.
‘You’re right, I don’t feel real when I’m off the stage. In fact, I
sometimes feel more real when I’m acting a part,’ she sobbed. ‘I
sometimes feel I can’t take it off.’
‘Take it off?’ I enquired.
‘The mask,’ she answered. ‘It’s like your laughing mask is welded
to my face.’
Sensitized by Jack’s gas mask, I immediately knew she meant
the carving. Indeed, this time I didn’t need to look to know what
Deborah meant by the ‘laughing mask’.Those three holes – the wide,
circular eyes and the gaping mouth – were clearly the apertures of
a dramatic mask, a face of fixed hilarity, a mask to hide the tears.
I suggested she turn and face the carving directly and to see what
came to her mind.
As she did so, she said unprompted, ‘Hello sunshine’ and burst
into tears again.
I waited. Eventually she glanced across at me. ‘It’s what my dad
called me … still calls me …’
‘Sunshine,’ I repeated.
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‘… but it’s not real … I can’t be his sunshine all the time.’ She
sobbed again. ‘I shouldn’t have to do that to be special.’
She faced the mask again and stared at it in silence for quite
some time.
‘Is there something else you want to say?’ I asked eventually.
‘Thank you,’ she said unexpectedly.
‘Thank you for …?’ I prompted.
‘Thank you for getting me through as best you could.’ She sighed
as she addressed the mask. ‘I gained a lot through you. I lost a lot
too. Maybe I need to find what I gave up on all those years ago.
Maybe then I can be more real.’
For many of my clients the carving seemed to have no impact
and figured not at all in our work together (at least consciously). For
others it became a focal point for a while and for some a reference
point to be returned to every now and again. I was amazed at the
variety and ingenuity of human perception and interpretation. It
reminded me of a truism from the Talmud that says, ‘We do not see
things as they are. We see things as we are’.
For Serena the holes were circular windows screened by the
branches of a shrub: the garden den in which she hid, frightened
and alone, to avoid the savage fights between her parents indoors,
terrified of what she might find on her return. For Alice, the intricate,
interlocking branches reminded her of the lace her grandmother
would crochet as she sat by the fire and told fascinating stories of the
past, while for Jon the carving more concretely evoked memories
of his father and the smell of saw-dust and wood shavings, a sweaty
masculinity that entered the house in the evenings on his father’s
return and which he realized had been his saving grace within the
cloyingly feminine environment of his mother and five sisters.
The most recent, and most unusual perceptions of the carving
have come from one of my younger clients, Brian, a wiry,
bespectacled 18-year-old with strabismus in his left eye which he
says doesn’t bother him (his glasses correct the tendency of his
eye to turn outwards) but which sometimes makes him look as
if he’s daydreaming. Though now clean for a year, Brian regularly
smoked skunk from an early age and, according to the referring
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psychiatrist, may be severely damaged by his frequent and
continuous use of the drug. Suffering from episodes of paranoia
and confusion, Brian fears so too. But most of the time, and
always with me, he’s a presentable, intelligent and likeable young
man indistinguishable from many a late-teenager struggling with
the demands of growing up, finding a career, a girlfriend and a
meaning to life. And these have been the recurring themes of
our work together over the past few months though more in the
realms of discussion than action. The problem is that what he calls
his ‘bonkers episodes’ interfere with each of these, at least, his fear
of the occurrence of these episodes does. He’s reluctant to commit
to anything that might expose him as ‘bonkers’ despite the fact
that the episodes occur infrequently. Unfortunately, this means he
isolates himself in his bedroom at home, watching daytime TV,
surfing the Internet, or sleeping a great deal and avoiding taking
action in any of the areas in which he would otherwise be more
actively engaged. He hasn’t yet applied to university to follow his
former enthusiasm for the Arts in general, and Modern English
Literature in particular. Likewise, his reticence to socialize prevents
the possibility of meeting any young people for friendships let
alone deeper relationships. He makes do with fantasies of female
pop stars and Internet ‘chats’ with young women. He claims to
meet hundreds of girlfriends on Facebook but I challenge his use
of the words ‘meet’ and ‘girlfriends’ when all he’s doing is looking at
photographs (sometimes not even that) and typing words into the
ether. He doesn’t like me to confront his fantasy life but I sometimes
point out that in some ways it’s just as out of touch with reality as
his so-called ‘bonkers episodes’. Not surprisingly, finding meaning
in life from the confines of his bedroom, cut off from others (even
his parents seem to leave him to himself in the belief he’s going
to ‘snap out of it’ spontaneously) and with nothing to excite or
engage him is almost a non-starter. He has, however, following a
visit from the local vicar at his parents’ request, started to believe
in a god – unfortunately, an Old Testament one who is watching
in judgment and about to administer some dreadful punishment
at any moment. This doesn’t help his paranoid thinking at all so
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I challenge his belief quite strongly: it’s always struck me as odd
that approaches to psychotherapy that specifically encourage
the confrontation of irrational beliefs ignore the most glaring of
them all. I’ve suggested we call his god ‘Yahweh’ just to put him in
some sort of context, namely the superstitious belief of a primitive
tribe a few thousand years ago in a Middle Eastern desert.
Never having witnessed Brian in the grip of a ‘bonkers episode’,
I’ve yet to be fully convinced of the psychiatrist’s diagnosis of
‘cannabis psychosis’. I can see that he is generally unmotivated,
and at times extremely apathetic (like most teenagers) but the
attendant criteria of memory loss, auditory and visual illusions or
hallucinations are not present (or reported on). The one thing he
does report is his occasional paranoid thinking that god or others
are watching him though, again, this has not occurred in our
sessions. Brian only reports on his paranoia outside the sessions,
and even then I’m not convinced he really believes in thunderbolts
from heaven except by way of a metaphorical punishment: ‘Surely
something bad will happen if I stay in bed all morning’. Even
his belief that others may think he’s rather strange and, therefore,
want to persecute him seems to me to have become a cultivated
avoidance-technique for isolating himself, almost certainly not
psychotic. Basically, I think the calming, slightly euphoric effect of
dope held off an underlying depression for years and, without it,
he’s experiencing the reality of his unhappiness.
But, a few sessions ago, I started to question my more benign
diagnosis. Brian began expressing some strange thoughts, out of
the blue, totally unconnected to any topic we had been discussing.
It was almost as if a switch had been thrown in his brain. On one
such occasion we were exploring ways in which he might safely
structure some gradual steps towards venturing out more socially
into the world. I counted his visits to me as part of the venturing
out that he had already achieved – and could build upon – given
that he had to travel quite a way by bus in the company of others,
albeit without interacting with them. I asked whether he might
practise simply saying ‘Hello’ to a fellow passenger each trip, at
which point the brain switch seemed to be thrown. He removed
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his glasses and his eyes took on the daydreaming quality I had
noticed before as his eyes lost their focus.
‘He’s very cute,’ he said. ‘I like the way he smiles.’
‘Someone cute on the bus smiles at you?’ I enquired, noticing
the gender and already racing ahead with the thought that Brian
was about to reveal that he was gay. It could explain so much about
his isolating himself. In a still homophobic society (culturally if not
legislatively) and with parents who probably have strong religious
views on the subject of homosexuality (perhaps thunderbolts,
hell and damnation included), it would make so much sense of
his struggles with fitting in and his paranoid thinking that others
might be judging him. But I was stopped in my over-zealous tracks.
‘No,’ he continued emphatically. ‘The frog. I like the way the
frog smiles.’
I managed to retain my composure as I explored further with,
‘A frog on the bus?’
‘No, there,’ he laughed, nodding in my direction. ‘Can’t you see
it?’ There was almost a teasing note in his voice which seemed
unusually enlivened.
‘Do you mean me?’ I ventured in response to the inferred joke.
‘No, you’re not a frog are you?’ he replied, while I wondered if I
was picking up his paranoid habits. Thinking he might be looking
behind me, I turned to the windowsills on either side of my
sofa. I also looked out of the windows wondering if maybe some
intrepid frog had scaled up the outside wall to the first floor.
‘He looks a bit like Kermit,’ stated Brian in a matter-of-fact
manner while I searched in vain for the elusive frog.
At a loss, I decided to follow the Muppet connection. ‘Is that
something you watch on television?’
‘Oh yes,’ he affirmed. ‘I know it’s a bit naff but daytime TV is
altogether pretty crap and some of it’s quite funny. Not just for
young kids really.’
‘And what does Kermit mean to you?’ I asked.
‘Nothing really,’ he answered looking rather bored at my attempt
to psychologize a Muppet. ‘He’s just a frog. But a frog with a nice
smile. I like that.’
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I realized the end of the session was upon us so I quickly asked,
‘And were you thinking about a smiling frog like Kermit just now
in your mind’s eye.’
‘No,’ said Brian, putting on his spectacles. ‘I could see him.’
Despite my attempts in the following session to explore the
frog further in order to better ascertain it’s meaning as well as the
possibility of a visual hallucination, Brian was having none of it
preferring instead to consider the stupidity of the public vote on
X Factor. I gave up on frogs and tried to build on the theme of
judgment in relation to his thoughts of others being critical of him.
I pointed out the incongruence between the credence he gave the
imagined judgement of his ‘public’, and the stupidity he allotted
to X Factor viewers. I might as well have been discussing knitting
patterns with Kermit for the amount of insight this brought into
fruition. It was not a productive session. Nor was the next one.
Towards the end of the following session, the futility of trying to
engage Brian in exploring anything meaningful in his interminable
ramblings sank in as I sank lower on the sofa. I was totally bored
(and probably angry) and more to keep myself awake than anything
else, I returned to our previous focus of devising a structured, stepby-step programme for getting him out of the house and into the
company of others. I mentioned again the possibility of saying hello
to passengers on the bus. Brian chose to take out a grey, crumpled
handkerchief and clean his glasses.
‘That’s my brain, that is,’ he stated, breathing onto and polishing
the lenses. ‘Just like that.’
I struggled to see the connection. ‘Your glasses are like your
brain? As you polish the lenses you see some link to your brain?’
‘No,’ he said. ‘Not my glasses. All those mixed-up wires … that’s
my brain … All criss-crossed.’
I had the impression he was looking where he had previously
seen the frog, but as with the amphibian I could see nothing
resembling a brain.
These sudden ‘visions’ occurred sporadically over the next few
sessions. Frogs, brains, faces, tunnels, snakes would be remarked
upon – with a smile or a laugh – a propos of nothing of which
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we were talking. Interpretation (yes, the obvious in the case of the
tunnels and snakes) got us nowhere and I was beginning to concur
with the psychiatrist – perhaps, he was hallucinating after all. And
if so, I began to wonder just how much help I could really be to
him faced with what might be organic rather than psychological
damage. The worst session of all was last week. Not only did
Kermit reappear (to him, if not to me) but a collection of squares
and circles, caves and caverns, pits and stairways, even the face of
god. For a moment I believed I was witnessing one of his ‘bonkers
episodes’, perhaps a manifestation of his cannabis psychosis.
Sitting with him, however, I was still not convinced. There was
something about his joking that left me feeling uncomfortable;
not as one might in the presence of madness, more in the
presence of manipulation. I wanted to detach myself from what
I suspected was some sort of game. I allowed myself to break
present contact with him and wander back in my mind over
our times together. I looked for a pattern. I looked for triggers.
I discovered they had been staring me in the face. It was time for
a gentle show-down.
‘I notice you don’t have your glasses on today,’ I observed
nonchalantly.
‘No,’ he replied. ‘They’re broken.’
‘Is that difficult for you?’ I asked. ‘I mean, is it difficult for you to
focus straight ahead?’
‘Might be,’ he said shifting uneasily on the sofa.
‘You’re not looking at me right now are you?’ I suggested, feeling
my way into my theory.
‘I can see you well enough,’ he said, with a belligerent edge to
his tone of voice.
‘But only vaguely,’ I suggested. ‘I think your left eye has drifted;
it’s seeing more to your left than straight ahead. You’re looking
more at the carving than at me.’
‘Maybe,’ he pouted sulkily.
I stood and walked to the carving. Leaning closer to it, I traced
a finger over various points of the chair seat, outlining the shapes
and indentations as I named them.
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‘So here is Kermit – here’s his mouth where the middle strut of
the chair back would have been, and his two eyes are here where the
staves have left holes. Here are the criss-crossed wires of the brain –
the interweaving branches of the tree. This is the stairway. Here is
the snake. Here is the cave. And here even the face of god, I think.’
Brian was looking sheepish.Though he said nothing, I could see
that I had unearthed the origins of his visual ‘hallucinations’.
‘I’m relieved,’ I said. ‘For a moment I thought you were going
totally bonkers.’
‘Maybe I am,’ protested Brian.
‘No,’ I asserted. ‘I think you’re simply scared.’
‘What’s to be scared of?’ he asked, attempting to sound confident.
‘I’m not scared.’
‘I think you’re scared of lots of things,’ I persisted. ‘I think you’re
scared of the world, especially the people in it.’
For a moment I thought he was getting up to leave the room
but he was, in fact, simply rising to gain access to something in his
pocket. He took out his glasses and put them on. I refrained from
commenting on their miraculous repair. I simply waited for him
to speak.
‘I like the carving,’ he said. ‘I like seeing so many things in it.’
‘Yes,’ I said softly. ‘I believe you do. I like that you’ve unveiled
so much in the chair seat. It’s wonderful, your imagination … it
can open a world of possibilities. Paradoxically, it can also be very
restricting. It can act as a deflection from reality.’
‘Yes?’ he queried and I told him how I’d worked out the triggers
and the pattern: how each time I’d suggested some means of
connecting with people in the outside world, he’d removed his
glasses and, as a result of his strabismus and his wandering left eye,
focused on the carving, losing himself (and me) in his imaginings.
In response, he cried, more from the unburdening, I think, than
sadness at being discovered.
‘Let’s use it more creatively,’ I suggested. ‘Let’s use the carving
more as a deliberation than a deflection. We can come back to
socializing at some future point. I think I rushed you. Let’s play
with what we can find in that simple wooden seat.’
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‘OK,’ agreed Brian with an audible sigh of relief.Then he paused
a while before looking me straight in the eye and asking, ‘I’m not
bonkers am I?’
‘No more than any of us,’ I replied honestly.
In the quiet of the evening after a working day, often with the
sun reaching soft and low into the room, I sometimes lie along
the sofa used by my clients and contemplate the carving and the
phantasmagoria it engenders. I can see what each of my clients
have seen in it and the meaning they have made out of it. I can see
the fantastic images they have carved, not with chisels, but with
their creative imagination, and I marvel at the mind’s ingenuity.
I sometimes see my own strange images and ponder on just why
they have occurred to me (why that, why now?), but mostly I see
the ‘tree in wood from tree’ that first attracted me – and in that I
sense my younger self. I feel him as part of me, ever youthful, ever
energetic, ever influential, inside my tired and ageing body.
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